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Influence of intramolecular vibrations in third-order, time-domain resonant
spectroscopies. II. Numerical calculations

Kaoru Ohta, Delmar S. Larsen, Mino Yang, and Graham R. Fleminga)

Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, California 94720
and Physical Biosciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720

~Received 29 November 2000; accepted 6 February 2001!

We model recent experimental wavelength dependent Three Pulse Photon Echo Peak Shift
~WD-3PEPS! and Transient Grating~WD-TG! signals considering both solvation dynamics and
vibrational contributions. We present numerical simulations of WD-3PEPS and WD-TG signals of
two probe molecules: Nile Blue and N,N-bisdimethylphenyl-2,4,6,8-perylenetetracarbonyl diamide
to investigate the influence of intramolecular vibrations in the signals. By varying the excitation
wavelength, we show that the different initial conditions for the vibrational wave packets
significantly affect the signals, especially through the contributions associated with high frequency
modes, often neglected in experimental analyses. We show that the temporal properties of both
WD-TG and WD-3PEPS signals display sensitivities to both the excitation wavelength and the
vibronic structure of the specific probe molecule used. Several mechanisms for generating vibronic
modulations in the signals are discussed and their effects on the signals are described. Quantitative
agreement between experiment and simulated signals requires accurate characterization of the laser
pulses, specifically the magnitude and sign of chirp has a significant effect on the initial temporal
properties of the signals. We provide a description of the experimental considerations required for
accurate determination of molecular dynamics from 3PEPS and TG experiments and conclude with
a brief discussion of the implications of our results for previous analyses of such experiments.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1359241#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Proper characterization of the coupling strengths a
time scales of intramolecular vibrational and solvent dyna
ics is central to the understanding of chemical reactions
liquids.1–3 Various ultrafast nonlinear resonant third-ord
electronic spectroscopies such as transient absorp
~TA!,4–6 transient grating~TG!, and photon echo7 techniques
have been used to investigate intramolecular vibrational
solvation dynamics in liquids, glasses and proteins.8–13

Rapid developments in ultrafast lasers have made pu
shorter than the period of low frequency vibrational mod
routinely available.14–16 These short laser pulses can cre
vibrational coherences in a number of vibrational mod
generating nonstationary wave packets in both the gro
and excited states.17 These coherent vibrational wave packe
are interrogated by the probe pulses and produce mod
tions in electronically resonant signals.10–12,18–22 Several
workers have described the evolution of vibrational wa
packets and their influence on pump–probe signals.7,17,23–27

Photon echo experiments have been used to remove
static components~inhomogeneous broadening! from the ab-
sorption spectrum and thus allow access to the underly
dynamical information.28 In liquids, the time scales of the
system–bath interactions range from tens of femtosecond
hundreds of picoseconds. Both the three pulse photon e
peak shift~3PEPS! and TG measurements can provide d
namical information on such systems.8,10 The sensitivity of

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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the TG signal to solvation dynamics results from a fin
pulse duration effect,8,10 while Cho et al.29 and de Boeij
et al.10 derived an analytical expression for the peak shift
the impulsive limit and found that peak shift profile mirro
the transition frequency correlation function,M (t), for times
longer than the solvation correlation time. The 3PEPS te
nique has a number of advantages over other methods
characterizing the system dynamics:~1! high time resolution,
~2! large dynamic range, and~3! the ability to characterize
static inhomogeneity.30

Recently we found that in many cases the temporal p
files of 3PEPS data are more sensitive to excitation wa
length than was previously thought. In the first paper of t
series~hereafter referred to as paper I!, we presented wave
length dependent 3PEPS~WD-3PEPS! data for various laser
dyes in order to identify the factors that contribute to t
wavelength dependence of the signals. The phenomena
served may result from chromophore vibronic structure
the complex nature of the solvation dynamics. In order
address such issues as the accuracy of the linear resp
approximation for solvation dynamics, the influence of e
cess vibrational energy on the solvation dynamics, and
role of intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution
nonlinear signals, a detailed numerical study is required
addition to bearing on the above issues, the model will all
us to investigate the role of laser pulse chirp in photon e
signals, to compare the contributions of vibrational wa
packets to 3PEPS, TG, and TA signals, and also determ
which wavelength is most appropriate to separate and c
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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 This ar
acterize the intramolecular and intermolecular~e.g., solva-
tion! dynamics.

In contrast to the theoretical studies of TA measu
ments, detailed studies of the vibronic contribution to T
and photon echo measurements are relatively rare.31 For
most experiments, the laser pulse covers only a portion of
absorption spectrum of the probe molecule. The finite wi
of the laser spectrum selects the set of vibrations that
contribute to the signal by acting as a frequency dom
filter. In this paper, we present numerical simulations of
bronic contributions to resonant third-order nonlinear sp
troscopies and compare them with the experimental res
presented in paper I. Here we choose two probe molecule
examples: Nile Blue and N,N-bis-dimethylphenyl-2,4,6
perylenetetracarbonyl diamide~PERY!. Nile Blue is an ex-
cellent model system to demonstrate the numerical calc
tions as Mathies and coworkers measured the reson
Raman spectrum of Nile Blue in ethylene glycol.32 They
identified 40 Franck-Condon active modes and obtained
frequencies and coupling strengths for all these modes b
on a Raman intensity profile analysis. With the PERY s
tems, we observed a pronounced 139 cm21 oscillation and a
weaker 278 cm21 second harmonic oscillation in both th
peak shift and TG signals.33 These large amplitude oscilla
tions in the PERY molecule allow us to study the propert
of individual oscillations free of other oscillations that ma
obscure the study.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we pres
numerical calculations of the vibronic contributions of t
third order signals for Nile Blue and PERY. We briefl
present simulations of the nonlinear signals with sligh
chirped pulses that are commonly generated in the lab
tory. Next, we present model calculations of the contrib
tions of combination and higher harmonic oscillations to
signals, and of wavepacket dynamics to the signals resu
from the ground and excited states in Sec. III. In Sec. IV,
discuss the implications of our calculations for the analy
of nonlinear optical signals. Finally, we summarize our
sults in Sec. V. In the Appendix, we present a brief review
the nonlinear response functions used for the calculation
our signals.

II. MODEL CALCULATIONS

The theoretical treatment of third-order nonlinear opti
signals has been described elsewhere in detail.7,8,10 We
briefly outline in the Appendix the multimode Brownian o
cillator ~MBO! model and the response function formalis
used to calculate the nonlinear optical signals. We ass
the chromophore–solvent system can be modeled as a
level electronic system~chromophore! linearly coupled to a
quasicontinuous set of harmonic oscillators~solvent!. This
model, often referred to as the spin-boson or MBO mode
a common approach for investigating system–bath inte
tions and describes many of the salient features observe
nonlinear experiments.

The optical transition frequency, for a particular chr
mophore,i, dissolved in a solvent can be written as

veg
i ~ t !5^veg&1dveg

i ~ t !1« i , ~1!
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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where^veg& is the average value of the transition frequenc
dveg

i (t) is the fluctuating part of the electronic transitio
frequency induced by the interactions with the surround
bath, and« i is a static offset from the mean used to repres
different average properties of individual chromophore m
ecules, i.e., static inhomogeneity. The width of the distrib
tion of « i values corresponds to the inhomogeneous wi
D in of the system.

The memory of the electronic transition frequency
written as a time correlation function,M (t), expressed by

M ~ t !5
^dv~0!dv~ t !&

^dv2&
, ~2!

where the brackets represent an average over the ense
When frequencies describing the transition fluctuations
small compared tokT, theM (t) function alone describes th
system dynamics. When high frequency motions~e.g., vibra-
tions! contribute to the fluctuations, a more complex rep
sentation is required, as is used here.7 As discussed in the
Appendix, the determination of the correspondingM (t)
function for the system is the first step in calculating t
electronically resonant signals within the MBO model. Bo
vibrational and solvent dynamics contribute to theM (t)
function, and as we will demonstrate, accurate representa
and inclusion of both contributions is important for descr
ing wavelength dependent signals. The wavelength dep
dence of the signals is then determined by detuning fac
calculated from the energy difference between the cen
wavelength of the laser spectrum,v laser, and the transition
frequency,veg , for the system.

For the PERY simulations we included three high fr
quency modes~585 cm21, 809 cm21, and 1410 cm21! and
one low frequency mode~139 cm21! directly observed as an
oscillation in the TG and 3PEPS signals.33 The 1410 cm21

vibronic mode is taken from the absorption spectrum
PERY as clearly observed in the vibronic structure of t
spectrum. The other two modes~585 cm21 and 809 cm21!
are taken from the resonance Raman spectrum of molec
similar to PERY and are included for better agreement
tween the simulated and experimental absorption spectra34,35

The coupling strengths for the high frequency modes
determined by fitting the experimental absorption spectr
to the simulated absorption spectrum@Eq. ~A16!#. The time
scales of the solvation components are determined by fit
the 3PEPS data at 535 nm~Table II!. For the PERY simula-
tions, veg is located near the absorption minimum betwe
the first and second vibronic bands and the total reorgan
tion energies for solvation and intramolecular contributio
are found to be 135 cm21 and 878 cm21, respectively. As
expected for nondipolar chromophores that are wea
coupled to a nondipolar bath, the intramolecular contribut
dominates the totalM (t). Since we do not know the frequen
cies and coupling strengths of all the Franck–Condon ac
modes of PERY, our simulations can only be used fo
qualitative comparison with the experimental data.

The vibrational parameters~Table I! used for Nile Blue
simulations were taken from the resonance Raman meas
ments performed by Mathies and co-workers.32 The M (t)
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function used in simulations of Nile Blue in acetonitri
~Table I! is displayed in Fig. 1 along with its constituen
intramolecular and solvent components. The intramolec
vibrational component,M intra(t), decays to zero on a 10 f
time scale and then oscillates around zero. As has been n
by many authors,8,10,36 the ;10 fs decay ofM intra(t) results
from the rapid destructive interference of the intramolecu
vibrational wave packets. Att50 the intramolecular vibra-
tions oscillate in phase with each other and interfere c
structively, but as time proceeds the vibrations rapidly int
fere destructively leading to a rapid decay. The physi
basis of this very fast irreversible loss of correlation in
echo measurement due to level congestion was first
cussed by Yeh and Eberly.37 The solvation contribution,
M solvent(t), displays a bimodal decay with a 130 fs Gauss
component and a 1 psexponential decay. As is clearly ob
served in Fig. 1~c!, the initial decay ofM total(t) is dominated
by the vibrational contributions. The estimated reorgani
tion energies of Nile Blue from solvation and from intram
lecular vibrations are 350 cm21 and 754 cm21, respectively.
Coupling strengths and time scales of the solvation com
nents are determined self-consistently by fitting the exp
mental WD-3PEPS signals and the absorption spectrum

Introducing vibronic modes, especially high frequen
modes, into the simulations significantly affects the cal
lated absorption spectra. A comparison of the simulated
sorption spectrum for Nile Blue in acetonitrile, with an
without the intramolecular vibrations, is displayed in F

FIG. 1. The transition frequency correlation function,M (t), for Nile Blue
in acetonitrile calculated from the parameters in Table I.~a! Solvation com-
ponent,~b! intramolecular vibrational component, and~c! total M (t).
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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2~a!, with a similar comparison for PERY in DMSO in Fig
2~b!. As expected, the simulated spectra calculated with
tramolecular contributions are considerably wider than
spectra calculated with solvation dynamics alone. The ba
widths of the solvation only spectra for the Nile Blue an
PERY systems in Fig. 2 are 1073 cm21 and 561 cm21

FHWM, respectively, in contrast to the 1746 cm21 and 1759
cm21 FWHM bandwidths for the same systems with vibr
tions added. Introducing vibrations also creates a signific
amount of asymmetry in the spectra, and when one or a
high frequency modes have significant Franck–Condon
tors, extreme deviations from symmetric spectra are
served~e.g., the PERY system!. More subtle vibrational ef-
fects are noticeable when comparing the spectra in Fig
especially in the red edges. For both PERY and Nile B
systems, the spectra with the vibrations included exhibit
enhanced ‘‘tail’’ on the red edge, originating from hot ban
within the vibronic manifold.

The solvation only spectra were initially simulated ce
tered nearv2veg'0 cm21, but were shifted to aid in com
parison with the spectra. For Nile Blue with the comple
vibronic structure included, the agreement between the

FIG. 2. Experimental absorption spectra~solid lines! for ~a! Nile Blue in
acetonitrile and~b! PERY in DMSO. The dotted lines and dashed lines sh
the simulated absorption spectra with and without the intramolecular vi
tional contribution introduced respectively. For comparison, the simula
spectrum without intramolecular modes was shifted by2532 cm21 and
2837 cm21 for the Nile Blue and PERY systems, respectively.
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perimental spectrum and the simulated spectrum is go
Qualitative agreement is also achieved for the PERY syst
The value ofveg can be extracted from the first moment
the absorption band, which is generally located to the blu
the absorption maximum. The peaks of the absorption sp
tra for the Nile Blue and PERY systems arev2veg5
2533 cm21 andv2veg52837 cm21, respectively. The ab
sorption maxima for spectra simulated without vibrations
located nearveg since the spectra are symmetric.

Normally, the Stokes shift~2l! is obtained by taking the
difference of the maximum between the absorption and fl
rescence spectra. This definition is useful for determining
total reorganization energy of systems when the absorp
and fluorescence spectra exhibit Gaussian line shapes. I
spectra are asymmetric, or exhibit structure~e.g., PERY!,
due to the presence of high frequency vibrations, we can
obtain the Stokes shift from the difference of the maximu
between the absorption and fluorescence spectra. A mor
curate estimate of the Stokes shift is obtained by measu
the difference between the first moments of the absorp
and fluorescence spectra.10

A. Wavelength dependent 3PEPS calculations

The introduction of intramolecular vibrations into th
simulations has a pronounced effect on the calculated W

TABLE I. Simulation parameters for Nile Blue in acetonitrile. Dampin
time constants were set to 2 ps for all vibrational modes.

Intramolecular vibrational contribution
v ~cm21! D ~cm21! l ~cm21!a Modeb v ~cm21! D ~cm21! l ~cm21!

288 0.30 13.0 n1 1045 0.10 5.2
319 0.22 7.7 1076 0.13 9.1
351 0.36 22.7 n2 1115 0.05 1.4
457 0.14 4.5 1141 0.23 30.2
477 0.16 6.1 1174 0.13 9.9
495 0.29 20.8 n3 1195 0.13 10.1
508 0.12 3.7 1223 0.04 1.0
525 0.10 2.6 1251 0.11 7.6
546 0.30 24.6 n4 1276 0.06 2.3
576 0.30 25.9 n5 1284 0.07 3.2
590 0.79 184.0 n6 1315 0.08 4.2
662 0.32 33.9 n7 1351 0.29 56.8
707 0.14 6.9 1429 0.25 44.7
749 0.15 8.4 1492 0.21 32.9
788 0.11 4.8 1519 0.13 12.8
805 0.16 10.3 n8 1544 0.15 17.4
855 0.10 4.3 1565 0.03 0.7
883 0.23 23.4 n9 1582 0.03 0.7
922 0.08 2.9 1605 0.04 1.3
946 0.13 9.0 1640 0.32 84.0

Solvation contribution
Components l ~cm21! t ~fs!

Gaussian 140 130
Exponential 210 1000

aReorganization energies were calculated via the following expression

displaced harmonic oscillators:l5
1
2 vD2.

bLabels assigned for vibrational modes were arbitrary selected and us
aid in the identification and discussion of the oscillations in simulated
experimental signals. The total reorganization energy~1104 cm21! is com-
posed of 754 cm21 and 350 cm21 contributions from the vibrational solven
components, respectively.
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3PEPS profiles. In Fig. 3, the simulated WD-3PEPS profi
for Nile Blue in acetonitrile~Table I! including both solva-
tion and vibrational contributions are compared to t
solvation-only profiles. While the WD-3PEPS profiles calc
lated with vibrational modes included@Fig. 3~a!# exhibit a
pronounced wavelength dependence, the wavelength de
dent effects observed in the solvation-only profiles@Fig.
3~b!# are hardly noticeable.

A comparison of Figs. 2 and 3, shows that the init
peak shift values are greatest at the red side of the absorp
maximum for the two model systems. As the excitati
wavelength is shifted away from the absorption maximu
the initial peak shift value decreases. We find that the ini
peak shift value decreases slightly for the solvent-only p
files, while it decreases quickly for the simulation with th
intramolecular vibrations included as the excitation wav
length is tuned away from the absorption peaks. Furth
more, the magnitude of the initial peak shift values for t
solvation-only signal is larger, since the vibrational comp
nents contribute an additional 754 cm21 of reorganization
energy~Table I! to the simulations. This effect arises becau
the initial peak shift values are inversely related to the to

or

to
d

FIG. 3. ~a! Simulated WD-3PEPS profiles for Nile Blue in acetonitrile wit
parameters from Table I.~b! Simulated WD-3PEPS profiles for Nile Blue
without intramolecular vibrations. Note that the frequency axes are diffe
for the two simulations. Both simulations used 40 fs intensity FWH
pulses.
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reorganization energy, whether intra- or intermolecular
origin.29

The calculated wavelength dependences of the in
peak shift for Nile Blue in acetonitrile and for PERY i
DMSO and benzene are shown in Fig. 4. For all three s
tems, the experimental and simulated data display sim
wavelength dependence, though the experimental data h
smaller initial peak shift than the simulated values. A po
sible origin for this difference is discussed in Sec. III C. F
the PERY systems, the calculated magnitude of the in
peak shifts follows the profile of the absorption spectra, w
the exception of the value measured with excitation at 4
nm in the PERY/DMSO system. In this case, other proces
not included in the simulation~e.g., intramolecular vibra-
tional redistribution! may be responsible for the discrepan
between experiment and simulations.

The time dependence of the 3PEPS profiles is also
sitive to the excitation wavelengths. In Fig. 5 we compa

FIG. 4. Wavelength dependence of the initial peak shift,t* (0), for ~a! Nile
Blue in acetonitrile,~b! PERY in DMSO, and~c! PERY in benzene. Solid
lines indicate the simulated absorption spectra~arbitrary intensity! and filled
circles with solid line show simulated values oft* (0). Filled diamonds
show the experimental initial peak shift. Error bars indicate the 95% co
dence level. The error bars for the frequency values in the PERY data
smaller than the symbols. The calculations used the parameters in Ta
and II and also from Ref. 34, with 40 fs intensity FWHM pulses.
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the simulated 3PEPS profiles with the experimental data
six different wavelengths for Nile Blue presented in pape
At v2veg521162 cm21 ~660 nm!, which is slightly to the
red of the absorption maximum, the simulated peak s
profile starts at 19 fs and drops to 3–4 fs within the first 1
fs. The signal subsequently decays to zero on a picosec
time scale. A strongly coupled 590 cm21 oscillation is
clearly observed~laser bandwidth;500 cm21 FWHM! in
the simulated signal. Atv2veg5234 cm21 (606 nm),
which is on the blue side of the absorption peak~Fig. 2!. The
simulated peak shift profile starts at 13 fs and decays to z
within 100 fs. At shorter wavelengths the calculated 3PE
profiles decay to near zero prior to the onset of slower
caying solvation components, making it very difficult to o
serve solvation components of.100 fs. The amplitude of
oscillations in the experimental data is smaller than in
simulated data, perhaps due to the long vibrational damp
times in the simulations~2 ps!. Signals simulated with
shorter damping times~100 fs and 300 fs! exhibit similar
wavelength dependent trends to the signals calculated
longer damping times~results not shown!. For the damping
times to have a significant effect on the 3PEPS decay, t
must be comparable with the decay from the interference
the vibrational modes~i.e., 10–20 fs!, otherwise they will
only affect the dynamics of individual modes@Fig. 1~b!#. In
the case of the prominent 590 cm21 mode, the damping time
is on the order of picoseconds from paper I.38 The amplitude
of this mode in the calculated signals is determined by
displacement from the resonance Raman study of Mat
and co-workers.32 Decreasing the amplitude of this mod
improves the agreement between simulations and exp
ment, however to maintain consistency with the Raman d
we have not deviated from the vibronic parameters of La
less and Mathies.32

In general, the wavelength dependent trends in the d
are well reproduced by the calculations. The discrepancy
tween the experimental and simulated data at 660 nm
greater than at the shorter wavelengths, but the decay
scales are qualitatively reproduced. For the simulations w
out the vibrational contribution, the time scales of the dec
ing components are weakly affected~;3%! by the excitation
wavelength, though the relative amplitude of the 1 ps de
~Table I! decreases by 20% as the excitation wavelength
shifted away from the absorption maximum@Fig. 3~b!#.

Figure 6 displays the simulated 3PEPS profiles of PE
in DMSO at three different excitation wavelengths rangi
from the blue to the red edges of the absorption spectr
Upon excitation at the red edge of the absorption spectr
the initial peak shift starts at 25 fs and decays to;5–10 fs
within 100 fs. The strong 139 cm21 oscillation is clearly
observed. At v2veg52400 cm21 the initial value de-
creases and the peak shift decays to zero within 100 fs.
slowly decaying components are not observed at this wa
length, and the amplitude of the oscillation decreases.
calculated curves reproduce the trends shown in Fig. 6
paper I. We also performed a simulation of the 3PEPS p
files with only two low frequency modes~139 cm21 and the
second harmonic at 278 cm21!,33 and could not reproduce
the wavelength dependent 3PEPS profiles~results not

-
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s I
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FIG. 5. Comparison of simulated 3PEPS profiles~solid
line! for Nile Blue in acetonitrile with the experimenta
results~filled circles! at six different excitation wave-
lengths. Values of the respective detuning paramete
v2veg , are also indicated in the figure. Every othe
experimental data point is shown for comparison wi
the simulated profiles.
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shown!. We also calculated model 3PEPS profiles for O
azine 4 in methanol~results not shown! using the parameter
for intramolecular vibrations tabulated by Bardeen a
co-workers.31 These calculated signals exhibit the sam
qualitative wavelength dependent trends as Nile Blue.

In agreement with previous simulations,29,39,40when the
simulated 3PEPS profiles are fit to a sum of exponent
~results not shown!, the slowly decaying components~.200
fs! observed in the 3PEPS profiles are directly observed
the M (t) function used to simulate the peak shift profile

FIG. 6. Simulated 3PEPS profiles for PERY in DMSO at three differ
excitation wavelengths ranging from the blue side to the red side of
absorption spectrum. The detuning values are21200 cm21 ~solid line!,
2800 cm21 ~dashed line!, 2400 cm21 ~dashed–dotted line! from top to
bottom.
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These decay components do not exhibit pronounced wa
length dependence and agree with the fits from the exp
mental data of paper I. In contrast, the initial relaxation tim
scales in the 3PEPS profiles decay much faster than the
responding initial timescales in theM (t) function. This de-
viation from 3PEPS profile and theM (t) function arises di-
rectly from the expressions used to calculate the signals~see
Appendix! and does not require inclusion of finite puls
durations.29,40

B. Wavelength dependent transient grating
calculations

Numerical simulations of TG signals for Nile Blue i
acetonitrile, with and without the intramolecular vibration
contribution, are compared in Fig. 7. As the excitation wav
length is tuned to the blue, the magnitude of the initial
trafast decay~the ‘‘coherent spike’’! decreases for the TG
signals with the intramolecular vibrations included@Fig.
7~a!#. The initial rise and decay of the TG signals within th
first 200 fs is particularly sensitive to the excitation wav
length. In particular, the rise of the simulated TG sign
becomes faster as the excitation wavelength is tuned to
blue. The time scales for the rise of the simulated TG sign
decrease as the excitation wavelength is tuned to the b
the peak of the signals shift from 50 fs atv2veg

521000 cm21 ~red side excitation! to 15 fs at v2veg

51600 cm21 ~blue side excitation!. In contrast to the
3PEPS profiles, the slowly decaying components ofM (t)

t
e
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can be observed directly at all wavelengths and show l
variation. The simulations are in qualitative agreement w
the experimental data of paper I. In Fig. 7~b!, we show cal-
culated TG signals in which the intramolecular vibration
contribution is neglected. The magnitude of the cohere
spike is larger for the TG traces when the intramolecu
vibrations are excluded. In addition, an opposite wavelen
dependence is observed between the two simulations. As
excitation wavelength shifts to the blue, the amplitude of
coherent spikes increases in the solvent-only simulatio
The time scale of the initial rise is similar at all the excitati
wavelengths, since the vibrations do not contribute to
slowly decaying components of the signals. With the exc
tion of the 582 nm experimental data, good agreement
tween the WD-TG signals of paper I with the simulat
WD-TG signals in Fig. 7 is attained only when a more re
istic vibronic structure is introduced into the calculation
We attribute the deviation at 582 nm to interference effe
from excited state absorption that contributes to the sign
collected on the blue edge of the absorption band.41

Figure 8 shows the simulated wavelength dependent
signals for PERY in DMSO calculated with the paramet
in Table II. In contrast to the Nile Blue results~Fig. 7!, the

FIG. 7. ~a! Simulated transient grating signals including the intramolecu
modes for Nile Blue in acetonitrile at five different excitation waveleng
ranging from the blue to the red edges of the absorption spectrum.
detuning values are21000 cm21 ~solid line!, 2600 cm21 ~dashed line!,
2200 cm21 ~dashed–dotted line!, 1200 cm21 ~long dashed line!, 1600
cm21 ~dashed–dotted–dotted line! from bottom to top. Solid arrows on righ
indicate the trend of the WD-TG signals upon detuning to the blue of
spectrum.~b! Simulated transient grating signals without including the
tramolecular contribution. The detuning values are2500 cm21 ~solid line!,
2100 cm21 ~dashed line!, 1100 cm21 ~dashed–dotted line!, 1500 cm21

~long dashed line! from top to bottom.
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amplitude of the initial decay component increases as
excitation wavelength is tuned to blue. The temporal profi
of the TG signals are particularly sensitive to the intram
lecular vibrational modes included in theM (t). A detailed
description of these effects will be given in Sec. III C.
contrast to the WD-3PEPS profiles, slowly decaying com
nents can be clearly observed in the TG signals obtai
with blue excitation wavelengths.

r

he

e

FIG. 8. Simulated transient grating signals for PERY in DMSO at fo
different excitation wavelengths calculated with the intramolecular con
bution. The detuning values are21200 cm21 ~solid line!, 2800 cm21

~dashed line!, and2400 cm21 ~dashed–dotted line!.

TABLE II. Intramolecular vibrational contributions for PERY in DMSO.

Intramolecular vibrational contribution
v ~cm21! D ~cm21! l ~cm21!a

139 0.7 34.1
595 0.5 74.7
809 0.4 64.7

1410 1.0 705

Solvation contribution
Components l ~cm21! t ~fs!

Gaussian 45 150
Exponential 1 30 650
Exponential 2 60 2200

aReorganization energies were calculated via the expression in Table I.
damping time constant is 2 ps for all modes. The total reorganization
ergy ~1013.5 cm21! is composed of 878.5 cm21 and 135 cm21 from the
vibrational and solvent contributions, respectively.
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C. Chirped pulse effects in 3PEPS signals

In this section, we investigate the effects of nontra
form limited, i.e., chirped pulses on the 3PEPS profiles.
our experiments, the time-bandwidth products of the pul
are;0.45–0.61~Tables I and II in paper I!, compared to the
transform limited value of 0.441 for Gaussian pulses.42 Thus,
the experimental data were collected with slightly chirp
laser pulses.

The temporal profile of the electric field of the las
pulses can be written as

E~ t !5A~ t !exp@ iv0t2 iw~ t !#1c.c., ~3!

whereA(t) andw(t) are the envelope and phase of the el
tric field, respectively andv0 is the carrier frequency. The
instantaneous frequency,v(t), at timet is given by43

v~ t !5v02
dw

dt
. ~4!

The time profile of electric field, withw(t) expanded to third
order, is expressed as43

E~ t !5expF2
~4 log 2!

tE
2 t2G3exp@ iv0t#

3expF2
~4 log 2!

tE
2 t23~ iB1 iCt1 iDt 2!G1c.c., ~5!

where tE is the full width at half maximum of the puls
envelope and the parameters,B, C, andD represent the qua
dratic, cubic, and quartic spectral phase factors, respectiv
The pulse spectrum is obtained by taking the Fourier tra
form of E(t). WhenB is the only nonzero phase paramet
the pulse is linearly chirped@i.e., the instantaneous fre
quency,v(t), varies linearly in time# and nonzeroC or D
values result in higher order chirps, e.g., third order disp
sion. Pulses with increasing (B,0) and decreasing (B.0)
frequency with time are positively and negatively chirpe
respectively.

The effects of introducing pulse chirp into the simul
tions of 3PEPS signals for Nile Blue~Table I! are displayed
in Fig. 9. Chirp effects are most prevalent when the th
laser pulses are temporally overlapped and quickly dimin
for longer population periods (T.100 fs). The effects of
negative and positive linear chirps on the peak shift profi
are compared to the profiles calculated with transfor
limited pulses in Fig. 9~a!. The pulse durations for all thre
profiles are 40 fs intensity FWHM, though the spect
widths for the linearly chirped pulses are& times larger than
the transform limited pulse width (DnDt50.62). The
3PEPS profile simulated with negatively chirped pulses
hibits a smaller initial peak shift value@t* (0)512.5 fs with
B511# than the profile calculated with positively chirpe
pulses@t* (0)516.4 fs withB521#, while both values are
noticeably smaller than the initial peaks shift values obtain
with transform limited pulses@t* (0)519.9 fs#. Similar
properties are observed in the 3PEPS profiles calculated
pulses containing only higher order chirps. A comparison
the profiles calculated with cubic (B50,C50.02) and quar-
tic (B50,D50.001) chirped pulses to the transform limite
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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signals is displayed in Fig. 9~b!. The pulse durations are
again 40 fs intensity FWHM. As with the linearly chirpe
signals, the initial peak shift values are significantly low
for the chirped signals@t* (0)515.4 fs andt* (0)58.5 fs for
the cubic and quartic chirp, respectively# than the transform-
limited value@t* (0)519.9 fs#.

As shown in Fig. 5, the magnitudes of the experimen
peak shift values over the initial 50 fs are smaller than
simulated ones. The time-bandwidth products of the lon
wavelength pulses are greater than those at shorter w
lengths~see Table II in paper I!. Therefore, we consider tha
the small discrepancy between the experimental and si
lated peak shift profiles on the red edge of the absorp
spectrum arises from the presence of a small amount of c
in our laser pulses. Careful characterization of the pulse
therefore necessary to obtain a fully quantitative agreem
between the experimental data and simulated profiles.
example, frequency-resolved optical gating~FROG! ~Ref.
43! and spectral interferometry44,45 can be used to properly
characterize the pulse.

The magnitude of oscillations in the simulated 3PE
profiles can be amplified by adding a small amount of ch
into the pulses. The oscillations in the 3PEPS profiles ca
lated with the linear and the higher order chirped pulses

FIG. 9. Influence of slightly chirped pulses on 3PEPS profiles. The pu
duration was fixed at 40 fs.~a! 3PEPS profiles calculated with transform
limited ~solid line! pulses, pulses with linear positive chirp,B521.0
~dashed line! and pulse with linear negative chirp,B511.0 ~dashed dotted
line!. The time bandwidth products areDnDt50.441 for the transformed
limited pulse andDnDt50.62 for both chirped pulses.~b! 3PEPS profiles
calculated with transform limited pulses~solid line!, pulses with cubic spec-
tral phase,C50.02 ~dashed line!, and pulses with quartic spectral phas
D50.001 ~dashed–dotted line!. The time bandwidth products values a
DnDt50.507 for the cubic chirp pulses andDnDt50.666 for the quartic
chirp pulses.
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FIG. 10. Ladder diagrams describin
several mechanisms for creating v
bronic oscillations in nonlinear sig-
nals. The solid and dashed vertica
lines refer to excitations on the ket an
bra side of density matrix, respec
tively, and the horizontal lines refer to
vibronic eigenstates. The vertica
wavy lines represent the stimulate
signal. The vibrational eigenstates a
represented byui& or uij &, wherei and j
are the quantum numbers of two dif
ferent modes. The ground and excite
electronic states are represented byg
and e, respectively.~a! Wave packet
formation originating from the coher-
ent excitation of different eigenstate
from the same vibrational mode.~b!
Quantum beats created from the co
herent excitation of different eigen
states from different vibrational mode
on an individual molecule.~c! Interfer-
ence beats originating from the inter
ference between the ground and e
cited state responses to the total sign
The left and right diagrams describ
pathways that propagate in the excite
and ground states, respectively, for th
duration of the population time. A fre-
quency change is displayed in the ex
cited state. ~d! Polarization beating
arising from the interference betwee
two identical molecules with different
ground state thermal occupations.
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hibit a larger amplitude than in the transform-limited ca
especially with the negatively linear and quartic chirp
pulses. The presence of chirp in the pulses also induces s
phase shifts~;0.2 rad! in the oscillations. Using the sam
formalism, we also introduced chirped pulses into simula
TG and TA signals~results not shown!. The results follow
similar trends to previous observations and calculati
where chirped pulses were used to enhance the vibrati
oscillations and change the relative contribution between
ground and excited state responses in pump–pr
signals.22,46 It should be noted that the spectral shape c
also affect the short time behavior of the signals, even w
out chirp. For example, pulses with square spectra produ
by the self-phase modulation process in a fiber have b
used in previous photon echo measurements.31
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III. DISCUSSION

A. Mechanisms of signal modulation

In paper I, we presented TG traces that contain osci
tory components and identified several frequencies that w
not directly ascribed to the fundamental vibrational freque
cies previously observed for the probe molecule, but to f
quencies that were combinations~specifically difference fre-
quencies! or second harmonics of the fundamen
frequencies. In this section we outline four mechanisms
generating oscillating components in the nonlinear sign
These mechanisms are illustrated in Fig. 10.

The first of these mechanisms@Fig. 10~a!# is the most
commonly used interpretation of oscillations in the signa
Vibrational wave packets are created whenindividual vibra-
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FIG. 11. Second harmonic activity in WD-TA and WD-3PEPS. The calculated wavelength dependence of~a! TA and ~c! 3PEPS signals for a single
vibrational mode system.~a! WD-TA signals: from top to bottomv2veg51400 cm21, 0 cm21, and2400 cm21. The curves are offset by 3, 1.5, and 0 fo
comparison.~b! Power spectra of the simulated TA signals in~a! at v2veg51400 cm21 ~triangles!, 0 cm21 ~solid line!, and2400 cm21 ~filled circles!. ~c!
WD-3PEPS signals calculate at the same detuning values and offset by 60 fs, 30 fs, and 0 fs for comparison.~d! Power spectra of the simulated WD-3PEP
signals in~c!. Symbols as in~b!. The pulse duration is 40 fs intensity FWHM. TheM (t) function consists of an 80 fs ultrafast Gaussian component wit
1 ps exponential component. The reorganization energies for the Gaussian and exponential components are 50 cm21 and 100 cm21, respectively. We included
a single highly displaced oscillator with a frequency of 130 cm21 and reorganization energy of 260 cm21.
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tional modes with significant Franck–Condon factors~i.e.,
coupling to the electronic transition! are coherently excited
by laser pulses with durations shorter than the character
vibrational periods. The processes of wave packet format
evolution, and probing are described in detail elsewhere.4,6,38

The vibrational wave packets produce modulations in
signals that oscillate with the frequencies of the correspo
ing fundamental mode frequencies. Thus, the frequencie
the oscillating components observed in the signals are o
directly ascribed to the fundamental frequencies of the vib
tional modes.3,9,13,47,48In addition to fundamental frequen
cies, second harmonic frequencies can also be generate
pending on how the wave packets are probed.23

Figures 11~a! and 11~b! show the calculated ground sta
contributions to the wavelength dependent TA signals fo
single vibrational mode system simulated at the turn
points of the vibrational potential~2400 cm21 and 1400
cm21! and at the center of the potential~0 cm21!. In addition
to an oscillating component at the fundamental freque
~150 cm21!, the second harmonic~300 cm21! is clearly ob-
served in the simulated TA signals probed at the center of
vibrational potential since the wave packet passes thro
the probe window twice per period. The simulated grou
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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state contributions to the 3PEPS profile for the same sys
at different excitation wavelengths are shown in Figs. 11~c!
and 11~d!. In contrast to the TA signals, the 3PEPS profil
are weakly sensitive to this mechanism for producing sec
harmonic frequencies.

Should the bandwidth of the laser overlap eigensta
from different vibronic modes@Fig. 10~b!#, oscillations can
be induced in the signals that only originate from the coh
ent excitation of separated eigenstates fromdifferent vibra-
tional modes. The induced oscillations will have frequenc
that are combinations of two or more fundamental vib
tional frequencies, provided they lie within the laser ban
width ~which consequently favors the generation of diffe
ence frequencies over sum frequencies!. These oscillations
are true quantum beats and have been observed in se
time domain studies.49,50

The diagrams in Figs. 10~a! and 10~b! display mecha-
nisms to generate oscillations in the excited electronic st
Pee, but ground state,Pgg , modulations are also generate
via the impulsive stimulated Raman scattering~ISRS!
process.4,5 Both TG and 3PEPS signals are homodyne
tected signals8,42 that measure the modulus squared of t
third order responses@Eq. ~A12!#. Consequently, an addi
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tional interference component between the ground and
cited electronic responses contributes to the signal. This
terference component also contains oscillations at the
and difference frequencies of the fundamental frequen
and has been previously used to explain the presence of
combination frequencies and second harmonic frequencie
nonresonant homodyne detected transient grating op
Kerr effect ~OKE! signals.51 Heterodyne detected measur
ments~e.g., TA or heterodyne detected OKE studies! do not
have this interference term, so this mechanism cannot c
tribute oscillations to the total signal.

It is often the case that the vibrational modes of t
chromophore have different frequencies in the ground
excited electronic states.47 In this case, the interference com
ponents in the signals contain oscillations that are the dif
ence frequencies of the excited and ground s
frequencies,52,53 in addition to the combination frequencie
between different vibrational modes as described above.
ure 10~c! displays examples of two pathways for a syste
with an individual mode that changes frequency in the
cited electronic state. In this case, the underlying pathw
that contribute to the total nonlinear response7 may interfere
and create oscillations at the difference frequency of
ground and excited state fundamental frequencies. Unfo
nately, introducing such frequency shifts requires more
tailed information about the vibronic structure of the syst
than is often known and hence is generally not introdu
into analysis.

The previously described mechanisms for creat
modulations in the nonlinear signals rely on interferen
within individual chromophores. However, an interferen
between polarizations created ondifferentchromophores can
also create oscillations in the nonlinear signals. Should
induced polarization created on one chromophore differ fr
that created on another chromophore, the total polariza
that generates the nonlinear signals contains interfere
terms between these polarizations. This mechanism, o
referred to as polarization beating, has been observed
example, in CARS measurements.54,55 In this case, oscilla-
tions are observed in the signals with frequencies that ca
directly attributed to the interference between the vibratio
modes ondifferenttypes of molecules. These oscillations a
inherently an ensemble effect and do not directly reflect
dynamics of individual molecules. In homogeneous syste
where the probe molecules are identical~e.g., paper I!, po-
larization beating is difficult to distinguish from the oscilla
tions created by other mechanisms. In the numerical ca
lations, the effects of polarization beats are includ
explicitly via thermal averaging@Eqs.~A10! and ~A11!#.

It is important to stress that the mechanisms descri
above and depicted in Fig. 10 do not require coupling
tween the vibrational modes and hence apply to the indep
dent harmonic oscillator approximation used to describe
derdamped vibrational modes in the MBO mode7

Anharmonicity, mode coupling, and non-Condon effe
may enhance the amplitude of existing frequencies, and
create new frequencies, or produce nonexponetial dampin18

In TA studies of semiconductors, both sum and differen
frequency oscillations have been attributed to mode coup
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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mechanisms.50,56 The Duschinsky effect is an additiona
mechanism that can cause mode coupling. The Duschin
effect occurs when the normal coordinates in the exci
state are rotated with respect to those for the ground stat
consequence of the Duschinsky effect is the observation
different vibrational frequencies in the ground and excit
states. Recently, Kobayashi and co-workers observed
frequency and amplitude modulations of the ring-breath
mode for cresyl violet in the time domain.57 They enlisted
the Duschinsky effect to explain the variable frequency a
amplitude observed in their experiment.

The identification of the mechanism~s! responsible for
the presence of individual oscillations requires detailed inf
mation about the system. Additional information extract
from experiments sensitive to the vibronic structure of t
chromophore molecules~e.g., resonance Raman scatterin
high resolution absorption spectra, or fluorescence line n
rowing experiments! can directly correlate oscillations to vi
brational modes. In the absence of information on the
bronic structure, temperature dependence may help
identify the nature of the oscillations since the mechanis
described above may exhibit different temperature depen
properties.52 Should several beating mechanisms contrib
to a specific oscillation, then a different temperature dep
dence would be expected than when it is generated ex
sively from one mechanism, especially when the grou
state vibrational frequency lies within;kT.52,53 The
strongly temperature dependent amplitude of the 278 cm21

oscillation in the 3PEPS data presented in paper I for PE
in benzene strongly suggests that this oscillation canno
ascribed to a 278 cm21 vibrational mode.

B. Effects of intramolecular vibrations on the
wavelength dependent 3PEPS profiles

The numerical simulations presented in Sec. II A illu
trate the ability to attain qualitative agreement between
merical simulations of the WD-3PEPS data and the exp
mental data presented in paper I. The addition of h
frequency modes into the simulations was identified as c
cal in explaining the experimental results. The sensitivity
the 3PEPS profiles to combination frequency oscillatio
produced by the mechanisms described in Sec. III A is d
played in Fig. 12. The addition of a single low frequenc
150 cm21 vibrational mode into theg(t) function leads to a
large amplitude 150 cm21 oscillation in the 3PEPS profile
calculated withd-function pulses. Second~300 cm21! and
third ~450 cm21! harmonics are also observed, though w
smaller amplitudes. The simulated 3PEPS profile calcula
with two vibrational modes~150 cm21 and 400 cm21! is
displayed in Fig. 12~b!. In addition to the peaks attributed t
fundamental frequencies and their respective higher harm
ics, combination bands~both difference and sum! between
the two modes are directly observed. The 3PEPS profile
Figs. 12~a! and 12~b!, were calculated withd-function pulses
to illustrate the observation of the combination frequenci
Fig. 12~c! shows that these additional oscillation compone
are also observed in signals calculated with finite-durat
pulses, though filtered by the limited spectral range of
pulses.
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The bandwidths of the laser pulses used in many exp
ments often are not large enough to coherently excite h
frequency vibrational modes. However, the final two mec
nisms discussed in the previous section allow for h
frequency vibrational modes to contribute to the signals. T
simulated results displayed in Fig. 12 illustrate the sensitiv
of the 3PEPS profiles to one or two vibrational modes, ho
ever the chromophores commonly used in experimental s
ies often have many vibrational modes coupled to the e
tronic transition.58 For example, the 40 Franck–Condo

FIG. 12. Harmonic activity and combination modes in 3PEPS profi
Power spectra are shown for a model system consisting of a 150 fs Gau
solvation component (l5200 cm21) and ~a! a single 150 cm21 vibrational
mode with a 8 ps damping constant andl580 cm21 and~b!, ~c! two vibra-
tional modes with 150 cm21 and 400 cm21 frequencies with 8 ps damping
andl580 cm21 each. For calculating power spectra, the initial part~,500
fs! of the signals were cut out prior to Fourier transformation.~a! 3PEPS
signals calculated for a single vibrational mode,n1 , system in the impulsive
limit. ~b! 3PEPS signals calculated for a two vibrational mode systemn1

and n2 , in the impulsive limit.~c! 3PEPS signals calculated for the sam
system as~b! but calculated with 50 fs intensity FWHM Gaussian pulse
The pulse spectrum is overlaid~dashed line! for comparison. Insets display
the time domain signals. The power spectra were normalized to the
intensity ofn1 .
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active vibrational modes for Nile Blue tabulated in Table
can generate 40 second harmonic, 780 difference and
sum frequency oscillations in the nonlinear signals. Ad
tional oscillations could be created if the frequencies differ
the ground and the excited state for a particular vibratio
mode.52 Although many of these oscillations may not be c
herently excited with the limited bandwidths of typical las
pulses, over 500 oscillations lie within the first 500 cm21 that
can be coherently excited by;40 fs pulses.

A similar point was made recently by Book an
Scherer36 who preformed wavelength-resolved stimulat
photon echo measurements~WR-3PE! on DTTCI in metha-
nol. They found a considerable difference, for populati
times shorter than 50 fs, between the measured and s
lated WR-3PE surfaces calculated with theM (t) obtained by
de Boeij et al.10 Book and Scherer suggested that this d
crepancy results from dynamics of weakly coupled, und
damped intramolecular vibrational modes not explicitly i
cluded in the simulations. They used 640 discrete Brown
oscillators in theirM (t) to represent the entire vibroni
manifold.36 This distribution was viewed as a more realis
representation of the vibrational structure of the ch
mophore, than just the three vibrations observed as osc
tions in the signals.

The use of the entire vibronic manifold, including high
frequency modes, in the simulations produces a large se
oscillations via the mechanisms described in Sec. III A. F
thermore, the number of generated oscillations will incre
rapidly with excess vibrational energy. Destructive interfe
ence between this large set of oscillations excited at hig
energies results in a rapid decay of the signal. The time s
of this rapid decay will depend on the number of oscillatio
that are initially generated. The coupling of the intramolec
lar vibrations to the electronic transition need not be lar
since only a weak amplitude broad distribution of oscil
tions will produce the wavelength dependence.36 Critical or
overdamping~i.e., fast vibrational dephasing! of the indi-
vidual oscillations leads to increased decay of the signal

C. Effects of intramolecular vibrations on the
wavelength dependent transient grating signals

Understanding the TG signals requires insight into
dynamics of the ground state and excited state contribut
and how they interact to form the final signal. Before d
cussing the wavelength dependence of one-color TG sign
we present the wavelength-dependent properties of two-c
TG signals since valuable information about the ground a
excited state components can be obtained from investiga
their contributions to two-color TG signals. Recently w
have measured two-color TG signals on IR144 and DTT
in different solvents.59 Two color TG signals are calculate
for the case that the first two pulses excite the sample
fixed wavelength and the third pulse probes the system
different wavelength. The intensity of the TG signal is plo
ted against the probe frequency while the two pump frequ
cies are fixed atv2veg50 cm21. Hence the spectral an
temporal evolution of the ground and excited state respon
can be directly monitored over a wide frequency range.
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Figures 13~a!–13~d! illustrates the properties of simu
lated two-color TG signals for Nile Blue in acetonitrile. Th
first two interactions of the pulses create population in
excited state and a hole in the ground state. Initially,
wavelength dependence of ground state response~square
modulus of Pgg) resembles the excitation pulse spectru
near v2veg50 cm21 but quickly broadens and shift
slightly ~;500 cm21!. The small shift originates from the
difference between the excitation wavelength and the abs
tion peak; excitation at the absorption maximum would
move this shift, resulting in only broadening. In contrast, t

FIG. 13. Calculated wavelength dependent one-color and two-color TG
nals for Nile Blue in acetonitrile. Signals were calculated with the para
eters in Table I and with 40 fs intensity FWHM pulses. The contour lines
at 10% increments of the maximum.~a!–~d! Surfaces are the two-color TG
signal with the first two excitation pulses set atv2veg50 cm21 and the
third pulse varied~frequency axis!. ~e!–~h! Surfaces are one-color TG sig
nals in which all three excitation pulses were varied~frequency axis!. The
total TG signals@~d! and~h!# are calculated from the sum of the ground sta
@~a! and ~e!#, excited state@~b! and ~f!#, and interference@~c! and ~g!# com-
ponents. The maximum values for each of the constituent responses~as a
percentage of the maximum of the total signal! are 35%~ground state!, 32%
~excited state!, and 33%~interference! for the two-color signals and 37%
~ground state!, 30%~excited state!, and 33%~interference! for the one-color
signals. The interference terms are mostly positive in these calculat
with a slight negative~;4%! contribution in the two-color TG signals. Not
that the frequency ranges are different for the two-color and the one-c
responses.
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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excited state response~square modulus ofPee) initially starts
near v2veg50 cm21 and quickly broadens and shifts to
ward a lower frequency. Comparison of the two color sign
calculated with and without intramolecular vibrations~not
shown! demonstrate that at short times,;50 fs, the excited
state dynamics is dominated by the chromophore vibratio
while at later times the intermolecular solvation dynam
dominates.

Figure 13~c! displays the interference term created
the squaring of theP(3) for the homodyne TG experiments
The magnitude of interference term is similar to the mag
tude of the individual ground and excited electronic st
components. Even though the ground and excited state
sponses are positive@Eq. ~A13!#, the interference respons
may be negative and thus destructively interfere with
other components to generate the total TG signals.60 In the
signals presented here the interference term is mostly p
tive, with a small negative contribution of;5% amplitude.
The interference term contributes most strongly within t
first 150 fs and near the spectral region where the gro
state and excited states overlap~;2800 cm21!. At longer
times, when the spectral overlap between the ground
excited state responses has decreased, the interference
makes little contribution. Comparison of the three respon
indicates that the coherent spikes in the TG signals are do
nated by the interference term.

The corresponding one-color TG signals, where all th
laser pulses are the same color, are calculated with the s
parameters used in the two-color TG signals. The intensit
the TG signal is plotted against the pump and probe
quency with respect toveg @Figs. 13~e!–13~h!#. The one-
and two-color TG signals have similar properties. An ess
tial difference between the one- and two-color TG signals
that one-color signals are sensitive only to the dynamics
lie within the spectral range of the excitation pulses. This
especially important when considering the role of the exci
state response to the total signal, where the excited s
population may leave the spectral window of the experim
resulting in signals dominated by the ground state respo
The excited state contribution to the total signals is m
significant upon excitation on the red edge of the absorp
spectrum. The ground state response for the one-color
nals is similar to the two-color signals, except for the n
rower frequency region~21500 cm21 to 1500 cm21 for the
one-color signals vs.22000 cm21 to 12000 cm21 for the
two-color signals!.

As with the two-color signals, the magnitude of the i
terference response is similar to the ground and excited s
responses and contributes most significantly to the ini
~,150 fs! dynamics. In contrast, instead of contributin
mostly to a relatively small region in the two-color signa
~dictated by the temporal and spectral overlap of the exc
and ground state responses!, the interference term contribute
appreciably across the whole wavelength range. In Fig.
the relative contributions of the ground state, excited st
and interference responses are displayed. As would be
pected, the ground state responses dominate the signa
the blue edge of the absorption band, while the excited s
response contributes mostly to the red edge. In sharp c
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FIG. 14. Normalized one-color TG signals for Nile Blue in acetonitrile. Signals were calculated with the parameters in Table I and with 40 fs intensityFWHM
pulses.~a!–~d! The contributions to the one-color WD-TG signals are each divided by the maximum values of the total response, so that the sum o
contributions generate the normalized total response.
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trast, the interference term is almost wavelength indepen
in its contribution to the initial dynamics, but has pr
nounced wavelength dependence for the more slowly de
ing time scales.

The simulated one-color TG signals, normalized to
maximum intensity at each wavelength are displayed in F
15. The magnitude of the coherent spike for the ground s
response is partially dictated by the shifting and spreadin
the ground state population after excitation. As Figs. 14~a!
and 15~a! illustrate, the magnitude of the coherent spike
largest on the edges of the absorption band~21000 cm21

and 1600 cm21!. This behavior is ascribed to the shiftin
and broadening of the ground state response upon excita
When excited away from the absorption spectrum maximu
either to the red or the blue, the spectral shifting of t
ground state shows up in the normalized response as an
ditional contribution to the coherent spike. In contrast,
coherent spike for the excited state response is larges
blue excitation~e.g., 1600 cm21!, since the excited stat
rapidly moves outside the spectral window of the pulses c
ter at this frequency, leading to an increased decay in a s
lar manner to the ground state response@Figs. 14~b! and
15~b!#. The dynamics of the interference term is difficult
interpret since both ground and excited state dynamics c
tribute. Despite this, it is clear that the normalized TG s
nals are strongly affected by the interference term. The
terference term in Fig. 15~c! exhibits an opposite wavelengt
dependent trend to the excited state response~i.e., the rapid
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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decay increases upon excitation of the red edge!. Since the
ground state response is weakly wavelength dependent
total signal is dictated by the excited state response and
interference terms. For Nile Blue in acetonitrile, the interfe
ence term dominates the excitation dependent propertie
the TG signals. For PERY in DMSO, the overlap betwe
the absorption and the fluorescence spectra is smaller, l
ing to a weaker interference contribution to the signals. C
sequently, the excited state dynamics dominate the total
response, leading to an opposite wavelength dependent t
as was shown in Fig. 7.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLICATIONS

Our simulations show that the effects of the vibration
manifold on the WD-3PEPS and WD-TG signals are m
significant at early times~,200 fs! and for excitation to the
blue of the absorption maximum. We propose the followi
criteria to successfully determine the intermolecular b
~solvation! dynamics via the 3PEPS technique with limite
interference from intrachromophore vibrational dynami
~1! excitation near the red edge of the absorption spectr
~2! short duration pulses, and~3! well characterized pulse
~preferably without chirp!.

~1! Laser pulses with center wavelengths located on
red edge of the absorption spectrum decrease the vibr
contribution to the 3PEPS signals and thus allow the dyna
ics of the bath to be more clearly observed. Our experime
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FIG. 15. Normalized one-color TG signals for Nile Blue in acetonitrile. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 14.~a!–~d! Single wavelength normalized
traces of the TG components measured atv2veg521000 cm21 ~solid line!, 2600 cm21 ~long dashed line!, 2200 cm21 ~medium dashed line!, 1200 cm21

~dashed–dotted line!, 1600 cm21 ~dashed–dotted-dotted line!. Note: The intensity scale is not the same for all plots. Vertical arrows illustrate the ge
trend of the WD-TG components upon detuning the laser pulses to higher energy.
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results, presented in paper I, are in agreement with this
diction ~Fig. 5!. 3PEPS profiles collected near the peak or
the blue of the absorption spectra exhibit decreased sens
ity to the solvent dynamics.

~2! Previous 3PEPS studies, using sub-20 fs laser pu
observed a rapid sub-10 fs decay that was attributed to
destructive interference of high frequency intramolecu
vibrations.8,40,61 In recent 3PEPS experiments perform
with laser pulses of longer durations~;40 fs!, this fast decay
component is not directly observed,13,33,48due to the convo-
lution over the longer pulse durations. Longer pulse du
tions will smear this sub-10 fs decay component into
slower,;100 fs ultrafast solvation decay, and consequen
lead to a poorer characterization of both time scales. T
effect is clearly observed in 3PEPS profiles collected w
variable pulse durations,62 and in numerical simulations
Measuring 3PEPS signals with short~but not too short! laser
pulses is beneficial because the vibrational interference
cay component can be more clearly distinguished from
solvation dynamics. However, several effects are associ
with 3PEPS profiles measured with short laser pulses:~i!
lower initial peak shifts,8 ~ii ! faster, and~iii ! larger amplitude
vibrational contributions.62 Simulated 3PEPS profiles calcu
lated for Nile Blue with laser pulses whose spectra co
pletely cover the absorption spectrum demonstrate little s
sitivity to dynamics other than modulations caused by
vibrational oscillations~results not shown!. This result seem-
ingly contradicts the conclusions of previous simulations29,40

where solvation dynamics are directly observed in 3PE
profiles collected withd-function pulses. The differenc
originates from the introduction of a larger~and more real-
istic! vibrational manifold for the chromophore. The add
reorganization energy resulting from the vibrations decrea
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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the initial peak shift value such that the oscillations ov
whelm the solvent dynamics~Fig. 3!.29

~3! Small amounts of chirp in the laser pulses can ha
significant effects on the 3PEPS profiles~Fig. 9!. The lower
initial peak shift values and the enhanced oscillations gen
ated by slightly chirped pulses partially obscure the init
dynamics. Therefore, careful determination of the pulse ch
acteristics is important in interpreting the initial timescales
the 3PEPS studies.

Similar considerations apply to the TG technique.
with the 3PEPS signals, the duration of the laser pul
should not be too short. Simulated TG signals calcula
with d-function pulses are insensitive to solvation dynam
and are sensitive only to population and rotation
dynamics.8,23 Also, as described in detail of Sec. II B the T
signals collected withd-function pulses display quantum
mechanical interferences between the ground and exc
state responses. TG traces with finite pulses have added
sitivity to the solvation dynamics, though this can be o
scured by vibrational contributions. The analysis of the T
signals also requires proper account of the vibrational effe
in the signals. In calculated signals, the magnitude of
coherent spike and the sensitivity of the solvation dynam
for TG signals depend on the inclusion of the high frequen
vibrational modes. As with 3PEPS signals, chirped pul
can have dramatic effects on TG measurements.63,26,27Inter-
esting effects originating from the influence of chirpe
pulses have been shown in TA signals, including increas
the relative magnitude of the ground state contribution,
hancing the amplitude of ground state modulations~via wave
packet propagation!, and control of population
amplitudes.22,46,64Numerical simulations of TG signals with
slightly chirped pulses~results not shown! display properties
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similar to the TA signals. As with the 3PEPS profiles, acc
rate characterization of the electric field of the laser pulse
required to extract meaningful dynamical information, es
cially at short times.

Other techniques have been used to further investig
the properties of the early time~,100 fs! solvation dynamics
including time-gated photon echo,10,20 and fifth-order three
pulse echo65 ~FOTS! techniques. Choet al.65 showed that the
FOTS technique can extract detailed information about
functional form of the initial solvation dynamics. Recent pr
liminary FOTS data, collected in our lab, on IR dyes in se
eral solvents suggests a strong dependence of the signa
the vibrational contribution.66 Jonas and co-workers hav
also described a third order, two-dimensional Fourier tra
form ~2D-FT! electronic spectroscopy with phase sensit
detection.67 In 2D-FT spectroscopy, the frequency resoluti
is not determined by the pulse bandwidth and in princip
the M (t) function is determined with high precision, esp
cially early time scale dynamics.68 In both FOTS and 2D-FT
measurements, the system dynamics is observed throug
evolution of two coherence periods that are either exp
mentally controlled or directly measured. The duration of
coherence times is limited by the electronic dephasing t
of the system, which is typically subpulse width~,20 fs! for
room temperature systems.68 However, as we showed her
vibronic effects significantly affect the nonlinear signals
short time and therefore, both techniques may be particul
sensitive to the vibronic structure of the chromophore. C
sequently, the interpretation of these measurements ma
quire careful consideration of the vibronic effects presen
here.

Based on the above arguments, an obvious ques
arises: how much reanalysis of previously publish
data8–12,33,48,69–72is required. Most, if not all, of previous
analyses used significantly simplified vibronic models, i
only the few vibrational modes directly observed as modu
tions in the signals, were included in the simulations. H
frequency vibrational modes were either neglected or if
cluded, only small displacement~coupling strengths! values
were used. We first focus our comments on the determ
tion of solvation timescales and their relative amplitudes a
then turn to a discussion of energy transfer measurement
the case of the solvation contribution~in both polar and non-
dipolar solvents! it is clear that time scales longer than 200
are accurately retrieved from fits to 3PEPS data based
simplified vibronic models, provided the experiments we
carried out on the red portion of the absorption spectru
However, significant uncertainty is likely attached to pu
lished values of both the amplitude and timescale of the
trafast solvation component, though the degree of un
tainty clearly depends on the relative values of t
reorganization energies for intramolecular vibrations and
vation.

Among the attractive characteristics of 3PEPS meas
ments is the technique’s sensitivity to the presence of st
disorder~or very slowly decaying components! in condensed
phase systems.11,12,29,70This was demonstrated both theore
cally and experimentally for polymer glasses doped w
dyes and isolated subunits of the LH1 protein~B820
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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subunit!.11,12,29,70The presence of finite peak shift values f
very long population time provides a direct measure of
disorder in a system. Our simulations have shown that
long population time peak shift value is also wavelength
pendent. Blue edge excitation leads to a smaller value of
long time peak shift in comparison to the red edge excitati
Previous analysis of 3PEPS data provided an estimate o
width of the disorder~i.e., the inhomogeneous width! present
in polymer glasses.11,70,73 We believe that these estimate
may change once a complete set of vibrations are include
the analysis. Preliminary wavelength dependent calculati
~results not shown! of terminal peak shift values do not pa
allel the wavelength dependence of the initial peak shift v
ues shown in Fig. 4. However, estimating the magnitude
the change requires further investigation into the spec
molecular systems.

The 3PEPS experiment has also been shown to be
sitive to energy transfer between chromophores that ab
within the laser spectral window.30,48,74In the case of energy
transfer studies in photosynthetic light harvesting syste
the situation is more favorable than dye chromophores
solved in solutions. The reorganization energy for intram
lecular vibrations in photosynthetic light harvesting com
plexes is extremely small as is the solvation~intermolecular!
component. As a result, large initial peak shift values
typically observed. Such systems display better agreem
between the experimental and calculated initial peak s
values because the destructive interference of intramolec
vibrations plays a relatively minor role in the initial pea
shift.12,48,71Furthermore, these systems exhibit significant
homogeneous broadening, and in several cases such a
B850 band of the LH2 antenna complex, exchange narr
ing as a result of excitonic interactions reduces the role
vibrations in the nonlinear signal.75–77 We therefore con-
clude that the previous analyses of energy transfer syst
with a simplified vibronic model should give reasonable v
ues for the energy transfer timescales and the magnitud
coupling strengths for the bath.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The success of the simulations described above in re
ducing the trends in experimental wavelength depend
photon echo and transient grating data confirms the sug
tion made in paper I, that a detailed vibronic model for t
chromophore is required for a detailed quantitative analy
of the solvation dynamics of chromophores immersed
nonreacting baths. Similar considerations are also likely
apply to other nonlinear techniques such as fifth-order th
pulse echoes, and two-dimensional Fourier transform e
tronic spectroscopy. In addition, we showed that accur
characterization of pulse chirp is required for quantitat
calculations on time scales,50 fs.

It has often been assumed that the frequencies obse
in third order nonlinear experiments correspond to vib
tional fundamentals or their second harmonic. Here we de
onstrated that sum and especially difference frequen
could make important contributions to the nonlinear signa
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particularly at short times. Vibrational modes with freque
cies too high to be impulsively excited can contribute v
difference frequency quantum beats, and interference
tween such contributions can mask slower contributions
the overall response, especially for excitation on the b
side of the absorption maximum. Our simulations do n
include the influence of intramolecular vibrational redistrib
tion or vibrational relaxation, except via the phenomenolo
cal damping constants. However, the rapid destructive in
ference between different frequencies makes it unlikely t
3PEPS or TG will be especially incisive techniques for t
study of such processes. It is possible that the mode supp
sion techniques introduced by Shanket al.31,78,79 and
Wiersmaet al.80 may be of value in reducing this interfe
ence, but with many mode systems very complex fie
would be necessary and the technique does not seem v
at present.

Experimental conditions that favor the extraction o
for example, solvation dynamics from photon echo pe
shift and transient grating measurements include excita
on the red edge of the absorption band, and the use of s
transform-limited pulses. Provided the vibronic spectru
of the chromophore is well known, careful analysis
experimental data should provide detailed insight in
questions such as whether solvation dynamics differs
ground or excited states and whether provision of exc
energy alters the solvent response significantly. Simila
provided realistic vibronic models are used, the 3PE
method can provide accurate measurements of en
transfer in weakly and strongly coupled inhomogeneous m
lecular aggregates.
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APPENDIX: THEORETICAL FORMALISM

The third-order nonlinear optical signals are calcula
with a response function formalism.7 The envelope function
of the nonlinear polarization,P(3), induced within the sys-
tem by its interactions with the external electric fields is e
pressed by7,8,10

P~3!~ t,T,t!5 i 3(
n51

4

Pn~ t,T,t!, ~A1!
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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P1~ t,T,t!5E
0

`

dt3E
0

`

dt2E
0

`

dt1@RII~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

1RIII ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!#3E3~ t2t3!E2

3~ t1t2t32t2!E1* ~ t1t1T2t32t22t1!

3exp@2 i ~v laser2veg!~ t32t1!#, ~A2!

P2~ t,T,t!5E
0

`

dt3E
0

`

dt2E
0

`

dt1@RI~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

1RIV~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!#3E3~ t2t3!E2

3~ t1t2t32t22t1!E1* ~ t1t1T2t32t2!

3exp@2 i ~v laser2veg!~ t31t1!#, ~A3!

P3~ t,T,t!5E
0

`

dt3E
0

`

dt2E
0

`

dt1@RII~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

1RIII ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!#3E3~ t1t2t32t2!E2

3~ t2t3!E1* ~ t1t1T2t32t22t1!

3exp@2 i ~v laser2veg!~ t32t1!#, ~A4!

P4~ t,T,t!5E
0

`

dt3E
0

`

dt2E
0

`

dt1@RI~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

1RIV~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!#3E3~ t1T2t32t22t1!E2

3~ t2t3!E1* ~ t1t1T2t32t2!

3exp@2 i ~v laser2veq!~ t31t1!#, ~A5!

whereE1 , E2 , and E3 refer to the pulse envelopes of th
first, second, and third pulses, respectively. The detuning
rameter,v laser2veg , is defined as the difference between t
center frequency of the laser pulses and the transition
quency.veg depends on the detailed vibronic model us
and the total reorganization energy and is expressed by

veg5v0201l, ~A6!

wherev0 – 0 is the 0–0 transition frequency andl is the total
reorganization energy~both intra and intermolecular! of the
system.

The times,t1 ,t2 ,t3 refer to the interaction times, whilet,
T, andt represent the pulse timing~i.e., the time differences
between the maxima of the pulses! of the first two pulses, the
second two and the time between the third pulse and the
interaction time,t3 , respectively~Fig. 2 of paper I!. In the
first and third time durations, the system evolves in a sup
position state~either dephasing or rephasing!; while during
the second time period, the system evolves in a popula
state, either the excited or ground state. We refer to the t
delay between the first and second pulses as the coher
period ~t! and the time delay between the second and th
pulse as the population period~T! and the signal is integrate
over the third time period (t3). When the laser pulses do no
overlap, the summation in Eq.~A1! collapses to two terms
@simply Eqs. ~A2! and ~A3!#. The additional expansion
terms, Eqs.~A4!–~A5!, are the result of including pulse
overlaps in the simulations and are necessary for accu
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calculation of the nonlinear signals.8,10 The first polarization
component,P1 , represents the polarization responsible
the photon echo signal with the three pulse interactions
curring from the sequential~properly time-ordered! pulse
combination~1,2,3!. The next component in the summatio
P2 , represents a free induction decay response~FID!. The
remaining contributions,P3 and P4 , originate from the
rephasing and nonrephasing contributions, respectively.

Using the cumulant expansion,7 the response function
RI–RIV in Eqs.~A2!–~A5! can be expanded in terms of th
line broadening function,g(t).7,81 We defineg(t) via

g~ t !52 ilE
0

t

dt1@12M ~ t1!#1^dv2&E
0

t

dt1E
0

t1
dt2M ~ t2!,

~A7!

where l is the total reorganization energy including bo
intramolecular vibrational and solvation contribution a
^dv2& is the coupling strength of the system. Theg(t) line
broadening function can be separated into intramolecular
brational and solvation contributions@providedM (t) can be
similarly separated#,

g~ t !5gsol~ t !1gvib~ t !. ~A8!

For the intermolecular solvation contribution, we model t
M (t) as a sum of Gaussian and exponential component
follows:

M ~ t !5lg expF2S t

tg
D 2G1(

i
lsolv,i expF2S t

tsolv,i
D G .
~A9!

The solvation contribution includes a subhundred femtos
ond relaxation component that is commonly attributed to
ertial motion for the solvent, and we model it as a Gauss
function with a time constant,tg . Slower solvation compo-
nents, arising from diffusional or structural relaxation of t
solvent, are modeled with exponential decays with cor
sponding time constants,tsol.

For the intramolecular vibrational contribution to th
signals,gvib(t) is calculated with the following equation:82,83

gvib~ t !5(
i

Si@~^ni&11!~exp~2 iv i t2g i t !21!1^ni&

3~exp~ iv i t2g i t !21!2 iv i t#, ~A10!

where,Si5D i
2/2 is the Huang–Rhys factor,D i denotes the

dimensionless displacement of thei th mode upon electronic
excitation, andg i is the phenomenological damping consta
of the specific vibration.84 The definition ofM (t) from Eq.
~2! andg(t) from Eq.~A7! are high temperature limits; hig
frequency vibrational modes do not fall within this approx
mation and hence we use this more complex representa
to describe vibrational contributions to the signals. The th
mal occupation number,^ni&, accounts for the thermal popu
lation of the modes and is given by

^ni&5
1

expS \v i

kBTD21

. ~A11!
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Within the slowly varying envelope approximation,85 the
integrated echo signal measured in the laboratory is
pressed in terms ofP(3) by

S~T,t!5E
0

`

dtuP~3!~ t,T,t!u2. ~A12!

In a peak shift experiment, we measure the maximum of
photon echo intensity for a fixed delayT as a function oft
~Fig. 3 of paper I!. The peak shift,t* (T), at a particular
delayT is defined as the shift of the maximum fromt50 of
the integrated echo signal. As shown previously, the p
shift is directly related to the transition frequency correlati
function, and hence gives direct information on the amp
tude and time scales of the fluctuations of the environm
and inhomogeneity of the system.29

In the TG experiment, the first and second pulses ove
completely in time (t50) and the TG signal is collected b
scanning theT delay. The resulting one-dimensional TG si
nal is calculated from Eq.~A12! with t set to 0.P(3) can be
separated into the ground state and excited state cont
tions and are determined directly by the square modulus
P(3). Consequentially, the TG signals can be separated
contributions from the square modulus of the ground st
polarization,Pgg , the excited states polarization,Pee, and
an interference term between the two dynamical polari
tions,

I TG~T!5E
2`

`

dt@ uPee~ t,T,0!u21uPgg~ t,T,0!u2

12 Re$Pee~ t,T,0!Pgg* ~ t,T,0!%#. ~A13!

As is shown in Sec. II C, a detailed analysis of TG signals
terms of the constituent dynamics on the respective e
tronic states requires the inclusion of this interference te

In TA measurements, the first and second interacti
originate from the same pulse and the signal is measure
the same direction as the third pulse. The pulse sequen
the same as in the TG measurement. TA signals are ca
lated from the following relations:

I TA~T!52 ImvprE
2`

`

dtEpr~ t !P~3!~ t,T,0! ~A14!

52vprE
2`

`

dt$Im~Epr~ t !Pee~ t,T,0!!

1Im~Epr~ t !Pgg~ t,T,0!!%, ~A15!

where vpr and Epr are the carrier frequency and the fie
envelope of the probe pulse, respectively. The signal int
sity in the TA experiment is directly proportional to the in
duced optical polarization and is a sum of the ground s
~ground state bleach! and excited state~stimulated emission!
contributions. The principal difference between the TG a
the TA signals is that the TA signal is intrinsically heter
dyned with the third pulse, while the TG is a homody
signal. Thus, in contrast to the TG signals, the TA signals
not contain interference contributions@Eq. ~A10! vs Eq.
~A12!#.86
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The steady state absorption spectrum for the system
be calculated fromg(t) via7,82

sA~v!}v ReE
0

`

dt exp@ i ~v2veg!t2g~ t !#, ~A16!

and similarly, the fluorescence spectrum is expressed by

sF~v!}v3 ReE
0

`

dt exp@ i ~v2veg12l!t2g* ~ t !#.

~A17!

Equations~A16! and ~A17! predict spectra that are mirro
images of each other and shifted byl from the 0–0
transition.87 The Stokes shift is then given by 2l.
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